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Abstract: Lean manufacturing is the “lean” philosophy of elimination – reduction of waste within the supply chain. Its
systematic application provides significant improvements to any process. This philosophy has been widely accepted and has
been adopted by many firms worldwide. In Mexico, it has also boomed, allowing major productivity improvement within
organizations. However, not all the tools involved this lean philosophy has been used; which may stop many firms from
getting the expected benefits. In this descriptive study, the main aim is to determine which “lean” tools are most used by
Mexican firms. In order to achieve this, a survey to employees from 156 Mexican firms was carried out in Monterrey,
Mexico (also known as the industrial capital of Mexico) and the results show that Mexican firms primarily use the 5s,
standardized work and Value Stream Mapping.
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1. Introduction
Lean manufacturing is not an isolated use of improvement tools but a comprehensive organizational approach for
continuous improvement (Clutterbuck, 1978). Its success is based on the adoption of the whole “lean” concept which
combines different improvement tools. In order to successfully implement this improvement approach at all organizational
levels, the first step is to have the commitment of top managers.
Since 1950, the Japanese production systems have been widely recognized for their quality, productivity and
competitiveness. This has allowed many Japanese firms to place themselves as industry leaders based on the development of
competitive advantages that emphasize process efficiency which recently lead to high productivity. Due to globalization and
to be more specific, to the increase in the number of competitors in the market; Japanese firms have been widely studied to
understand the critical elements of their competitive strategy.
One of these Japanese firms is TOYOTA. Toyota has been recognized in different forums and has received diverse
quality awards due to their process efficiency which is based on the production systems known as “TPS” or “TOYOTA
PRODUCTION SYSTEM”. Since then, TPS has been the international quality standard and is followed by many firms
around the globe, trying to achieve process improvements which eventually lead to enhance its competitiveness.
The basis of this Japanese production system is the systematic elimination of waste. This will allow reducing
inventory levels, costs and defects and will help improve productivity, flexibility and customer satisfaction. This Japanese
production approach is known as lean manufacturing because of this continuous and systematic elimination of waste. Lean
manufacturing is an integrated mix of problem solving tools and techniques which led to significant process improvements
(Shah & Ward, 2003). Some of these tools include: Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED), Total Productive Maintenance
(TPM), Pokayoke, Value Stream Mapping (VSM), Standarized work, Heijunka, Kaizen, Kanban, 5S, etc.
In Mexico, several firms have adopted these “lean” tools within their processes with significant positive results.
However, in many cases some firms have used some of these tools instead of implementing the whole “lean” philosophy
package, which affected the expected results. The main goal of this study is to investigate which “lean” manufacturing tools
are most used by Mexican firms. In addition, the benefits that firms have achieved by using the “lean” approach are also
explored.
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